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CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS 
 
The Council of Internet Service Providers (ISZT) and ISZT Nonprofit Ltd., the registrar and operator of 
.HU domains, announce Hungary's second NOG conference. 
 
The first Hungarian technical conference dedicated to Internet networking, HUNOG_2023 hosted more 
than 160 participants, 24 renowned Hungarian and foreign experts gave presentations and 20 sponsors 
supported the event. 
 
The in-person event will be held in Hungary, 9-10 October 2024 at the Flow Hotel & Conference**** in 
Inarcs, 20 kms from Budapest.  
 
Participate at HUNOG if you are: an Internet network operator, network builder, Internet service 
provider, domain registrar, server operator, or simply interested in IT. 
 

The organizers: The Scientific Association of Internet Service Providers (ISZT) is the professional 
association of internet service providers. The organization, which operates in the form of an association, 
performs self-regulatory and interest-representation activities. It unites more than 50 internet service 
providers, from the smallest to the largest. ISZT operates BIX (Budapest Internet Exchange), a provider-
neutral internet exchange that serves the interest of the whole internet community, and together with 
SZTAKI, it operates Hun-CERT. 

ISZT Nonprofit Ltd., 100% owned by ISZT, is the registrar and manager of domain names belonging to the 
top-level .HU domain name, and the operator of the related technical infrastructure. 

Do you have an interesting topic or idea related to Internet networks?  
Apply to speak at the first HUNOG in Hungary! 

 
Transform your current topic, interesting idea, or relevant solution in the field of networking into a 
presentation. Present your research results, attention-grabbing or thought-provoking ideas to the 
community! Share your knowledge at a workshop, present the best practices achieved at your company! 
 

Preferred topics (not limited to): IPv6, Routing, Peering (RPKI), Network 
security, AI, Automation, DNS, DNSSEC.   
 
Please send your talk title, the description of the proposed topic and a short presenter bio to 
info@hunog.hu, for Barbara Angelus, the Head of marketing and communications at ISZT Nonprofit Ltd.   
 
Presentations are planned to be 20 minutes, in Hungarian or English.  
The HUNOG Program Committee will provide feedback on the topic proposals soon after having 
received it.  
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